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I could ‘do for the Dickmans’: 
When Family Networks Don’t Work

SHERYLLYNNE HAGGERTY

This essay is derived from research conducted during a Leverhulme-funded
project awarded to Professors Kenneth Morgan and Trevor Burnard and en -
titled ‘Trans atlantic Connections: Merchants and Merchandising in Eight -
eenth-Century Jamaica’ and an ESRC-funded project ‘Business Culture and
Com munity: Liverpool in The Eighteenth-Century British Atlantic’. All
images produced using Pajek, available at <http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/
networks/Pajek/>.

1 Edward Chaffers to the Honble. Ct. of Chancery, 4 Apr. 1810, 920 CHA/
1/18, Papers of Edward Chaffers (hereafter PEC), Liverpool Record Office
(hereafter LRO).
2 Harrison Agst Chaffers, 8 Dec. 1806, 920 CHA/1/57, PEC.
3 See Rainford v. Chaffers, 1811, C13/132/26 and C13/132/35, The National
Archives and the Public Record Office (hereafter TNA).
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John Rainford was given to ‘fits of inebriety’, and in 1804, drunk as
usual, he was overheard to say that he could ‘do for the Dickmans’.1
He had said this so many times that he was usually ignored, but on
this occasion the reason for his comments came to light and a case in
Chan cery was set in motion. John’s brother Samuel Rainford, a mer-
chant, had left three of his young relatives a legacy each. However,
their mother, Maria Dickman, was illegitimate and John used this to
challenge Samuel’s will. Immediately all payments to the children
stopped and the case went to Chancery.2 John was a vindictive and
petty man, and did, indeed, ‘do for the Dickmans’, because he later
challenged yet another legacy given to that family.3 John Rainford’s
actions illuminate the problems with family networks, and other
records in the Rainford Papers highlight issues with business net-
works as well. This essay, through the case study of Samuel Rainford,
aims to challenge the notion often portrayed in the historiography



4 Wouter De Nooy, Andrej Mrvar, and Vladimir Batfelj, Exploratory Social
Net work Analysis with Pajek (Cambridge, 2005), 7; Laurel Smith-Doerr and
Walter W. Powell, ‘Networks and Economic Life’, in Neil J. Smelser and
Richard Swedborg (eds.), The Handbook of Economic Sociology (2nd edn.
Princeton, 2005), 379–402, at 380.
5 Paul Duguid, ‘Networks and Knowledge: The Beginning and End of the
Port Commodity Chain, 1703–1860’, Business History Review, 79 (2005), 493–
526; ‘Trade and the Trans-Shipment of Knowledge in the Late Eight eenth
Century’, in Yrjo Kaukiainen (ed.), International Journal of Maritime His tory,
special issue, Information, Communications, and Knowledge (June 2002), 157–72;
Sheryllynne Haggerty, The British–Atlantic Trading Community 1760–1810: Men,
Women, and the Distribution of Goods (Leiden, 2006), chs. 4, 5, 6.
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that networks are always an inherent positive, especially those based
on familial ties. The first section therefore outlines the historiography
on networks within history and socio-economics to provide a more
nuanced understanding of networks. The second section considers
Samuel Rainford’s business networks, and the third his familial ones.
Finally, this essay will consider how and why Samuel Rainford’s net-
works developed over time. It will conclude that business and famil-
ial networks can be problematic, but that wider networks developed
over time, both professional and friendly, can provide alternative
avenues of opportunity.

Networks and History

Historians have long used the term ‘networks’ in their analyses and
it is the most borrowed concept from socio-economics. Often, how-
ever, historians do not define what they mean by the term or, indeed,
who is included within a particular network. Here the term is not
used in the mathematical sense to refer to a graph with additional
information on the vertices or lines of the graph, but to mean a ‘pat-
tern of relationships’ or the ‘connectedness between either individu-
als or organizations’,4 in particular, Samuel Rainford’s business and
family relationships. Networks are not confined to people, of course;
recently analysis has also been made of commodity, information,
credit, and transport networks.5 However, most analysis has been
given over to networks of people, and as Paul Duguid has recently
pointed out, the increased discussion about networks in history



6 Duguid, ‘Networks and Knowledge’, 493.
7 David Hancock, Citizens of the World: London Merchants and the Integration of
the British Atlantic Community, 1735–1785 (Cambridge, 1995), at 11.
8 Mary B. Rose, ‘The Family Firm in British Business, 1780–1914’, in Maurice
W. Kirby and Mary B. Rose (eds.), Business Enterprise in Modern Britain from
the Eighteenth to the Twentieth Century (London, 1994); James Walvin, The
Quakers: Money and Morals (London, 1997); A. Prior and M. Kirby, ‘The
Society of Friends and the Family Firm’, Business History, 35/4 (1993), 66–85;
F. B. Tolles, Quakers and the Atlantic Culture (New York, 1960).
9 Ascribed trust is called ‘characteristic based trust’ by Lynne G. Zucker,
‘Pro duction of Trust: Institutional Sources of Economic Structure, 1840–
1920’, Research in Organizational Behaviour, 8 (1986), 53–111, at 53.
10 James S. Coleman, ‘Social Capital in the Creation of Human Capital’,
American Journal of Sociology, Supplement, Organizations and Institutions: Socio -
logical and Economic Approaches to the Analysis of Social Structure, 94 (1988),
95–120, at 99.
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seems to imply that that there is something inherently new about
them.6 This is clearly not so. Eighteenth-century merchants were well
aware of the usefulness and agency of their networks, even if they
did not use the term, but rather ‘association’.7 Such interpersonal net-
works are normally given a positive slant, suggesting that they are an
inherent good both for the economy and the actors within them.
Quaker networks are the epitome of this approach, even if they are
somewhat unrepresentative. Their constant monitoring of one anoth-
er’s business and personal lives, based around the meeting house,
meant that they exuded a sense of a superior moral culture in their
domestic and business houses, not only because Quakers trusted
each other, but because this reputation for good business practice
was recognized by others outside their community or networks.8 This
produced what has been described as ascribed trust, that is, trust
placed in someone because of certain attributes or characteristics.9
There is no doubt that the Quakers provide us with an example of
good business practice, but such behaviour was not confined to
them. Ascribed trust can also be seen in non-Quaker networks. Any -
one of the same religion or sect, such as Jewish, Anglican, Catholic,
or Unitarian, for example, might be thought of as more trustworthy
by another within that group. For example, Jews dominated the
wholesale diamond market in New York City.10 Nationality could be
another reason for entry into a network. The Scots had good net-



11 Douglas J. Hamilton, Scotland, the Caribbean and the Atlantic World 1750–
1820 (Manchester, 2005).
12 Peter Mathias, ‘Risk, Credit and Kinship in Early Modern Enterprise’, in
John J. McCusker and Kenneth Morgan (eds.), The Early Modern Atlantic
Econ omy (Cambridge, 2000), 15–35.
13 Linda A. Renzulli, Howard Aldrich, and James Moody, ‘Family Matters:
Gender, Networks and Entrepreneurial Outcomes’, Social Forces, 79/2 (2000),
523–46.
14 For more on information and transaction costs see Mark Casson, ‘In sti tu -
tional Economics and Business History: A Way Forward?’, Business History,
Special Issue on Institutions and the Evolution of Modern Business, 39/4
(1997), 151–71.
15 Rachel E. Kranton and Deborah F. Minehart, ‘Networks Versus Vertical
Integration’, Rand Journal of Economics, 31/2 (2000), 570–601.
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works in the Atlantic and particularly the Caribbean, for example.11

Perhaps most obviously, people in whom ascribed trust was placed
were family members. Family members were extremely useful in
providing capital and contacts, especially at the start of someone’s
career, and therefore kinship ties have often been seen as extremely
important in business start-ups. Peter Mathias, for example, high-
lights the importance of the ‘kinship nexus’, especially in a low-insti-
tutional environment.12 There is no doubt that family networks were
useful in introducing people into spheres of business activity, in pro-
viding capital, and especially emotional support, which ‘pure’ busi-
ness networks do not always supply. Linda A. Renzulli, Howard
Aldrich, and James Moody argue that business networks should pro-
vide instrumental support, for example, while general networks
should provide emotional support.13 In the eighteenth century, of
course, these two often overlapped. Networks, whether fa mil ial or
otherwise, were not only meant to provide information and credit,
but also to work to advantage in a wider sense. For example, trans-
action and information costs could be reduced in such a high-trust
environment.14 Networks are also used to avoid the costs of vertical
integration as we can see in the Atlantic in the eighteenth century,
when merchants purchased sugar through their networks of factors
in the West Indies rather than buying their own plantations.15 In fact,
Simon Smith has recently demonstrated that English merchants were
wary of entering into such ownership patterns and avoided tying up



16 S. D. Smith, Slavery, Family and Gentry Capitalism in the British Atlantic: The
World of the Lascelles, 1648–1834 (Cambridge, 2006), ch. 6, esp. 182. 
17 David Hancock, ‘The Trouble with Networks: Managing the Scots’ Early
Modern Madeira Trade’, Business History Review, 79 (Winter 2005), 464–91. 
18 Renzulli, Aldrich, and Moody, ‘Family Matters’, 525.
19 Charles Tilly, ‘Transplanted Networks’, in Virginia Yans-McLaughlin (ed.),
Immigration Reconsidered: History, Sociology and Politics (Oxford, 1999), 79–95.
20 Kenneth Morgan (ed.), The Bright-Meyler Papers: A Bristol–West India Con -
nection, 1732–1837 (Oxford, 2007).
21 Mark Granovetter, ‘The Strength of Weak Ties’, American Journal of Soci -
ology, 78/6 (1973), 1360–80. 
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large amounts of capital in plantations.16 David Hancock has also
recently described how ‘network memory’ can aid in knowing who
is trustworthy and who is not.17 In this context direct contact with the
person beforehand was not necessary; the network could provide the
information required.

There is therefore a sense that networks, and especially those
based on family, are essentially positive and benign, and often rather
static. This is not necessarily true. Renzulli et al. have shown how
kin ship ties can be essentially damaging in starting up new busi-
nesses, because they are unlikely to provide new information or con-
tacts.18 Heterogeneity can therefore be important within a network in
terms of opening up new opportunities. Charles Tilly has also
demonstrated that social networks, especially those based on ethnic-
ity, can be very restrictive by encouraging their members to be
inward-looking. Often network actors look to family members, or
those with similar cultural traits, as their first or perhaps only
option.19 A good example of this is found in Kenneth Morgan’s The
Bright-Meyler Papers.20 Francis Bright (1723– 54) was more interested
in drinking and womanizing in Jamaica than in attending to busi-
ness, and Jeremiah Meyler (1729–92) invested money due to the
house in Bristol in various unsuccessful schemes. Therefore, other
people might have provided better opportunities for the Bristol
house. This is connected to Mark Granovetter’s argument about
strong versus weak ties. A network with strong ties, that is, one with
strong emotional intensity, intimacy, and reciprocal services, has
many members whose knowledge of each other overlap. The same
people meet or do business over and over again, thereby reinforcing
their relationship.21 However, at the same time as they are reinforc-



22 Robin Pearson and David Richardson, ‘Business Networking in the In dus -
trial Revolution’, Economic History Review, 54/4 (2001), 657–79. 
23 Trevor Burnard, ‘A Tangled Cousinry? Associational Networks of the
Mary land Elite, 1691–1776’, Journal of Southern History, 61/1 (1995), 17–44. 
24 Edward J. Lawler and Jeongkoo Yoon, ‘Commitment in Exchange Re la -
tions: Test of a Theory of Relational Cohesion’, American Sociological Review,
61/1 (1996), 89–108. It is worth noting that power made this relationship
unequal, and this occurred in the case study to be discussed here.
25 This was also true in the case of women, who were thought an especially
high risk because of existing or possible coverture. Haggerty, British– Atlantic
Trading Community, 71–3 and 218–13.
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ing trust, they are only hearing the same information and gossip
repeatedly. They are not receiving new information or making new
contacts. What is needed for this to occur are weak ties, that is, peo-
ple to whom an actor in a network is less tied, but who can offer new
information and opportunities, and can act as a ‘bridge’ into other
networks.

There is much evidence that weak ties, and certainly those outside
the family, were being used more and more in the eighteenth cen -
tury. Robin Pearson and David Richardson found that iterative busi-
ness activity led to relationships that were predominantly trade-
based, and in which kinship, religion, and ethnicity paid little part, or
were at least less important.22 Trevor Burnard also found that elite
groups in Maryland borrowed from a wide range of people, and
though personal contact was desirable, those contacts did not have to
be based on marriage ties.23 Such iterative business activity could
lead to ‘relational cohesion’, or a good feeling based on past experi-
ence.24 Merchants would want to reproduce the good feeling they
experienced from a successful transaction and this could, in turn,
promote gift-giving, loyalty to a relationship, and risk-taking togeth-
er. This might happen even when actors had never met each other,
such as when trading in the Atlantic in the eighteenth century, in -
volving large distances. By taking small risks at first, merchants
could add new people to their network, or those with whom they
only had weak ties, and once a successful transaction had taken
place, the frequency and size of transaction would be increased.25

Hancock found that networks in the Madeira trade were extended far
beyond family ties, including many people who never met personal-



26 Hancock, ‘The Trouble with Networks’, 480. 
27 Forbes Munro and Tony Slaven, ‘Networks and Markets in Clyde Ship -
ping: The Donaldsons and the Hogarths, 1870–1939’, Business History, 43/2
(2001), 19–50. 
28 Craig Muldrew, The Economy of Obligation: The Culture of Credit and Social
Relations in Early Modern England (Basingstoke, 1998); Mark Granovetter,
‘Eco nomic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness’,
American Journal of Sociology, 91/3 (1985), 481–510.
29 M. C. Jensen and W. H. Meckling, ‘Theory of the Firm: Managerial Be hav -
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ly, but still engaged in such activities as gift-giving.26 This is not to
say that such networks were always reliable. Loyalty to such a rela-
tionship and staying within it could tie people to incompetent, bel-
ligerent, or dishonest people. This could happen within ascribed
trust networks, as well as more trade-based ones. The brother or
nephew of a successful merchant was not magically endowed with
good business sense or entrepreneurial skills. Network memory
could also mean that past mistakes were remembered, even when
experience suggested that it was unlikely that the person would
make the same errors again. Worse still, merchants might be linked
by association, past or present, with incompetent or dishonest people,
and have their reputations ruined even when they were not directly
responsible. Repeated transactions also developed a sense of obliga-
tion. Forbes Munro and Tony Slaven found that some businessmen
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries positively avoid-
ed long-term connections because of the obligations they brought
along with them, and also because they found that they restricted
business opportunity and flexibility.27

Mostly, however, such obligations were based within a strong
cultural environment. These were ‘embedded’ in such as way as to
produced a sense of cohesion within the business community,
whether such obligations came about through kinship, religious, or
ethnic ties, or through more ‘modern’ trade-based and friendship
ties.28 Usually networks were not only reliable, but useful and effi-
cient. Indeed, the low incidence of abuse of networks is quite amaz-
ing considering how many opportunities were available. The dis-
tances involved in trade at this time meant a huge reliance on agents
involving the delegation of a considerable amount of decision-mak-
ing authority, and moral hazard was a real issue, given the problems
with asymmetrical information in this environment.29 However,



iour, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure’, Journal of Financial Economics,
3 (1976), 305–60; N. Strong and M. Waterson, ‘Principals, Agents and Infor -
mation’, in Roger Clark and Tony McGuiness (eds.), The Economics of the Firm
(Oxford, 1987), 18–41.
30 Laurel Smith-Doerr and Walter W. Powell, ‘Networks and Economic Life’,
in Smelser and Swedborg (eds.), The Handbook of Economic Sociology, 379–402,
at 389.
31 Henry Laurens to John Knight, 17 Aug. 1763, in George C. Rodgers (ed.),
The Papers of Henry Laurens (Columbia, SC, 1974), iii. Samuel Rainford to
Edward Chaffers, 7 Jan. 1775, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC. 
32 For good overviews of the economies of the British West Indies and their
develop ment see Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and Slaves: The Rise of the Planter
Class in the English West Indies, 1624–1713 (Barbados, 1972), and Richard B.
Sheridan, Sugar and Slavery: An Economic History of the British West Indies,
1623–1775 (Barbados, 1994).
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transgression of trust in networks did occur, and the accepted wis-
dom on the inherent good of networks needs to be challenged. Recent
criticism of structural network theory has also pointed to its static
nature and the lack of attention paid to how networks may hinder or
retard progress.30 Looking at change over time can also highlight
where problems in networks occur. This essay uses a case study of
Samuel Rainford to highlight problems within networks and how
this can drive changes within them.

Samuel Rainford’s Business Networks

Samuel Rainford was an eldest son, and we might have expected him
to take over the family farm when his father died. However, know-
ing that only a small inheritance was due to him, and having worked
as a ship’s captain or supercargo, Samuel Rainford used his networks
in Liver pool to set up in business in Kingston, Jamaica and was set-
tled there by 1774.31 Kingston was a sensible choice. It was the major
entrepôt for the sale of slaves to the British and Spanish West Indies
and there were plenty of opportunities in exporting the produce of
the island and importing everything needed to help run the mono-
cultural economy.32 Initially, Samuel was in a loose partnership with
his long-term colleague and friend Edward Chaffers, merchant, of



33 It has not been possible to determine the exact nature of Samuel Rainford’s
relationship with Edward Chaffers or the Blundells (see below). It would
appear that Chaffers and Jonathan Blundell were both on the Liverpool
Chamber of Commerce established in 1774 and invested in canal develop-
ments together. Robert J. Bennett, The Voice of Liverpool Business: The First
Cham ber of Commerce and the Atlantic Economy 1774–c.1796 (Liverpool, 2010),
at 150 and 154.
34 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 7 Jan. 1775, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC. 
35 Jonathon Blundell to Samuel Rainford, 16 Oct. 1783, 920 CHA/1/1, PEC.
36 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford in Account Current with Jonathon Blundell,
9 Aug. 1779 to 29 June 1781, 920 CHA/1/21, PEC.
37 Philip Bonacich, ‘Power and Centrality: A Family of Measures’, American
Journal of Sociology, 92/5 (1987), 1170–82.
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Liverpool.33 Chaffers was extremely important to Samuel Rainford
over the years, providing a mainstay of reliability, information, and
friendship. By 1775 Samuel was shipping coffee and pimento to
Liverpool, importing butter and candles into Kingston, and trying to
collect money owed to Chaffers from residents in Jamaica.34 Samuel
was soon involved in other commodities. He was sending the pro-
duce of the island to Jonathon Blundell senior of Liverpool, and by
1778 was becoming involved in the slave trade, mainly backed by
Blundell senior.35 It would appear that Chaffers either thought the
West India trade too risky, or did not have the capital required to
assist Samuel in expanding his business. By 1779 Samuel was in busi-
ness with his brother Robert and Jonathon Blundell junior, trading
under the name of Rainford, Blundell & Rainford.36

Samuel Rainford’s position within these networks was relatively
weak during these early years, and in many ways he had limited
power and control within them.37 His networks at this time are high-
lighted in Figure 11.1. It is clear that he had many connections. Most
of these were through Blundell senior, who knew many Liverpool
merchants involved in the slave trade. He also had connections in
Bristol and London, and many in Kingston, but most of these were
weak ties. The only strong ties Samuel Rainford had were with his
brother, Robert, Edward Chaffers, and the Blundells. However, the
strong networks with the Blundells also had a strong power imbal-
ance within them, which put Rainford in a difficult position. It has
not been possible to trace how Rainford knew Blundell senior, but it
is clear that his money and contacts were extremely useful. Blundell
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38 Liverpool Sales Book 1763–1769; Jamaica Sales Book 1754–1761, Case &
Southworth Papers, LRO.
39 J. Gore (ed.), Liverpool Trade Directory for 1766 (Liverpool, 1766).
40 The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database at: <http://www.slavevoyages.
org/tast/database/search.faces>, accessed 1 June 2010.
41 Jonathon Blundell to Samuel Rainford, 23 Nov. 1778, 920 CHA/1/1, PEC.
42 [Copy of] Memorandum of an agreement . . . 13 July 1789, 920 CHA/1/36,
PEC.
43 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford in Account Current with Jonathon Blundell,
9 Aug. 1779 to 29 Jun. 1782, 920 CHA/1/21, PEC. It has not been possible to
assess whether any capital as opposed to credit was advanced at the begin-
ning of the dealings between Blundell Senior and Rainford, Blundell &
Rainford.
44 Jonathon Blundell senr. wished them success and hoped that Samuel
Rainford would ‘have yr share from this Town’, Blundell to Rainford, 23
Nov. 1778, 920 CHA/1/1, PEC.
45 The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database at: <http://www.slavevoyages.
org/tast/database/search.faces)>, voyages 92449 and 92450; see also Rain -
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senior had been importing sugar and rum from Jamaica to Liverpool
via Case & Southworth (another Liverpool–Kingston) firm since at
least 1763.38 Blundell senior was also important in Liverpool at this
time, listed in the trade directories as merchant, sugar baker and was
running a stocking manufactory as early as 1766.39

Blundell senior was also involved in forty-six slave trade voyages
between 1760 and 1775, and invested in the Rumbold, the first slave
vessel sent to the care of Rainford, Blundell & Rainford in Kingston.40

It was because Thomas Rumbold, the first owner of the Rumbold,
wanted a trusted person on hand, that Jonathon Blundell junior was
sent out with the vessel in 1778.41 No doubt Rumbold was doing
Blundell senior a favour by giving his son some vital experience. It
has not been possible to find the exact date when Robert Rainford
arrived in Kingston, but Samuel and Robert Rainford and Jonathon
Blundell junior set up in partnership on 9 August 1779.42 Blundell
senior advanced the Kingston house considerable sums of money,
and they owed him £15,820 16s. 1½d. sterling by September 1783.43

He certainly seems to have been the main investor, or interest, in the
firm, and perhaps the Rainford brothers were pressurized into taking
Blundell junior as a partner.44 They imported 258 slaves on the Rum -
bold in 1779, and a further 475 on the same vessel in 1780.45 Rainford,



ford, Blundell & Rainford Pocket Ledger MG-54-No 74, National Library and
Archives Canada.
46 Royal Gazette, 8 July 1780, 30 Sept. 1780, 5 Aug. 1780, Rainford, Blundell &
Rainford Account with Jonathon Blundell, 6 Nov. 1785. The shipments in
1780 had obviously been arranged before the new partnership, as they were
advertised as Blundell & Rainford only.
47 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford in Account Current with Jonathon Blundell,
6 Nov. 1783 to 6 Nov. 1785.
48 Robert Campbell, The London Tradesman (3rd edn. London, 1757), at 336.
49 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford to Jonathon Blundell, 13 Feb. 1784, 920
CHA/1/1, PEC.
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Blundell & Rainford also imported textiles, groceries, and hardware
on the Dalling from London, groceries from Cork on the Mary from
Liverpool in 1780, and acted as agents for the Modeste sailing to
Liverpool from Kingston in the same year. In return they exported
sugar, cotton, coffee, and silver dollars.46

The alliance was reasonably successful at first, and though it
would appear further credit was advanced by Blundell senior, by
1785 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford had reduced the balance owing
to him to £764 9s. 3½d.47 However, not everything was plain sailing.
Clearly Blundell senior felt that the Kingston house, and no doubt
especially Samuel and Robert Rainford, were deeply obliged to him
for the money he had advanced and the work he was doing for them
in Liverpool. Certainly £15,000 was a serious amount of money, as it
took between five and ten thousand pounds to set up a mercantile
business from scratch.48 One major issue was the charges Blundell
senior made for guaranteeing bills for the Kingston house. Rainford,
Blundell & Rainford wrote to him in February 1783 that they had con-
sulted with Messrs Coppells of Kingston, and found out that James
France was charging them less for the same services. They added ‘we
are satisfied to allow you Two and a half PCent for amount of Bills
we have drawn, or that we may hereafter draw on you, for Guaran -
tee ing them’.49 Blundell senior clearly thought, however, that 3 per
cent was a reasonable charge. In 1784 he whined: ‘it [was] a triflg

Charge indeed for so great a risqué & anxiety of mind for fear of yr

Bills or remittances not comg in time to Ansr yr Bills on me which is
now the Case yr Bills on me for £6000 in favr Boats & Earles fallg due
the 8th & 23d April next & not one farthing in my hands which gives



50 Jonathon Blundell to Rainford, Blundell & Rainford, 20 Feb. 1784, 920
CHA/1/1 PEC.
51 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford to Jonathon Blundell, 19 June 1790, 920
CHA/1/1, PEC. 
52 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford to Jonathon Blundell, 13 Feb. 1784, 920
CHA/1/1, PEC.
53 Another Kingston firm, Hibbert & Jackson, also had subsidiary houses in
London, Hibbert, Purrier & Horton, and in Manchester. Trevor Burnard, 
‘ “The Grant Mart of the Island”: The Economic Function of Kingston,
Jamaica in the Mid-Eighteenth Century’, in Kathleen E. A. Monteith and
Glen Richards (eds.), Jamaica in Slavery and Freedom: History, Heritage and
Culture (Mona, Jamaica, 2002), 225–41, at 232. 
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me no [. . . ?] Concern, . . . if the like happens again you [. . . ?] expect
me any longer to be Concerned for yr House.’50

Disputes between the two houses continued into 1790. Blundell
also charged 3 per cent for accepting their bills, and indeed charged
this commission as soon as they were accepted, not even paid.
Rainford, Blundell & Rainford wrote that ‘we will never allow it, nor
will we admit of your charging a Commission at the time of accept-
ing our Bills, as you can have no claim to a Commission sooner than
you pay them’.51 Furthermore, Blundell senior had been charging
extra for protested bills, which they did not consider normal practice.
There were even small disputes over clerical arrangements. Blundell
senior’s clerk had a habit of adding several Bills of Exchange togeth-
er before crediting the Kingston house’s accounts, so that they had no
idea who had paid them. They wrote in 1784: ‘Bid your clerk make
an Account out specifying each particular Bill, that is, the drawers
name, who upon, and the amount of each Bill.’52 Clearly, relations
between the two houses were not smooth. Despite his own son being
part of the Kingston house, Blundell senior appeared to be over-
charging them, but at the same time felt that they were not fulfilling
their obligations to him. Nor were Rainford, Blundell & Rainford get-
ting the service that they expected from a key player in Liverpool
with a huge financial interest in their house. Whilst there were strong
ties between Rainford and Blundell senior, power relationships were
also at play.

The situation was to get far worse. In 1789 Blundell, Rainford &
Blundell took the relatively unusual step of setting up a sister house
in Liverpool.53 The Liverpool house was to be called Blundell, Rain -



54 John Gore (ed.), Liverpool Trade Directory for 1796 (Liverpool, 1796).
55 [Copy of] Memorandum of an agreement . . . 13 July 1789, 920 CHA/1/36,
PEC. 
56 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford Account with Blundell, Rainford & Co,
Liverpool [n.d.], 920 CHA/1/21, PEC; Samuel Rainford, Jonathon Blundell
& Robert Rainford to Blundell, Rainford & Co., Kingston, 9 June 1798, 920
CHA/1/25, PEC.
57 Berry & Parke to Edward Chaffers, 22 Mar. 1804, 920 CHA/1/14, PEC. 
58 Robert Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 13 July 1801, 920 CHA/1/30 PEC.
59 Gore (ed.), Liverpool Trade Directory for 1796. 
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ford & Co., and they set up their offices in St George’s Street.54 Under
the terms of the partnership document, one of the three men was to
be resident in Liverpool at any one time and to conduct the business
of the house there: ‘that is to accept and pay all bills that may be
drawn on the House here for the payment of negroes they may dis-
pose of . . . and Negociate [sic] all Bills the House here may remit to
them and to dispose of all produce that they may ship.’ All commis-
sions were to be shared equally between them.55 Blundell junior took
up this post first. This may have been because of increasing tensions
between the partners, as matters with Blundell senior remained unre-
solved. Almost immediately Blundell junior took advantage of this
situation to help out his father. Without the agreement of the
Rainfords in Kingston, or even notifying them, Blundell junior gave
his father £6,676 3s. 6d. in four separate payments be tween November
1789 and July 1791. These were not payments for services or goods,
but money ‘advanced by him to his father’.56 Indeed, it could have
been more, as Berry and Parke, attempting to sort out the Rainfords’
estates in 1804 noted: ‘As to What Amount J. B. Junr has drawn out
of the Concern, we are at a loss to know.’57 Robert Rainford obvious-
ly felt that Blundell junior had misappropriated these funds, as well
as the house’s accounts, noting that the profits were to be ‘equally
divided amongst the Parties concerned’ and that the books belonged
to the firm, not to Jonathon Blundell [junior] alone.58 By 1796 Blun -
dell junior had set up in business with his father at 1 Canal, as a coal
office. He was also listed alone at the St George’s address, as well as
Rainford & Co.59 While there is nothing unusual in this in itself, in
light of the other evidence, it appears that Blundell junior really went
back to Liverpool to look after his own interests, at the expense of
those of his partners. Edward Chaffers, in an undated note to Chan -



60 Memorandum on the Death of Samuel Rainford . . . [n.d.], 920 CHA/1/18.
61 Henry Blundell Hollinshead to Thomas Berry & William Parke, 1 Mar.
1805, 920 CHA/1/24, PEC. Berry & Parke were the executors of Robert
Rainford, who died on 11 Sept 1803 and Jonathan Blundell Jr. had died on 18
Apr. 1800. Memordms of ye Death . . . , 920 CHA/1/18, PEC. I have not yet
been able to establish to what extent claims of selling estates were true.
62 The Accounts of Rainford, Blundell & Rainford with Jonathon Blundell
sen., 6 Nov. 1779 to 6 Nov. 1791, 920 CHA/1/21, PEC. 
63 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford Account with Jonathon Blundell, 6 Nov.
1783 to 6 Nov. 1785.
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cery, wrote that when Blundell junior went to Liverpool, nothing was
done regarding the settlement of accounts between Rainford,
Blundell & Rainford and Blundell senior, and certainly the accounts
were never seriously attended to.60 The failure of these networks and
its ramifications were still being felt in 1805, when Blundell senior’s
grandson was sorting out his estate. Although Blundell senior had
nothing directly to do with the setting up of the Liverpool sister
house, his grandson obviously felt the withdrawals were legitimate.
Aggrieved at his perception that Samuel Rainford had not made
good remittances and fulfilled his obligations, he complained to
Rainford’s executors of ‘the many unhappy hours, the want of remit-
tances occasioned him [Jonathon Blundell senior], and the many
mortifications he suffer’d in parting with favourite Estates to make
good his ingagements [sic] for them’.61 This was rather melodramat-
ic, and perhaps the grandson did not realize that the Rainfords felt
that the Blundells had not fulfilled their obligations either, whether
as the result of fraud or simply a misunderstanding. Either way, this
evidence is indicative of the high emotions aroused when networks
did not function properly. It appears that the rift between the two
houses was serious. By 1791 the accounts between the two houses
were in arbitration.62

Worse still, the deteriorating relationship between the Kingston
house and the Blundells had wider consequences. Following their
initial slaving voyage, the Kingston house greatly increased its
involvement in the slave and other trades. Between August 1783 and
September 1785, Rainford, Blundell & Rainford were involved as
agents for a variety of vessels, including some to New York, to the
value of £21,790, for which Blundell senior arranged insurance.63

They were also involved in a total of thirty-seven slave trade voyages



64 The following analysis is based on Rainford, Blundell & Rainford Pocket
Ledger MG-54-No 74, National Archives Canada and The Transatlantic Slave
Trade Database at <http://www.slavevoyages.org/tast/database/search.
faces>. The voyage numbers on the Database are 92449, 92450, 83975, 83259,
81670, 81141, 81988, 83624, 82853 (London-based voyage), 81606, 83977,
81989, 80848, 82770, 81671, 81921 (London-based voyage), 83918, 81672,
83814, 82156, 80255, 81673, 81182, 82626, 80256, 81561, 83272, 82627, 80516,
80257, 83757, 83273, 81008, 80517, 80862, 83984.
65 The Transatlantic Slave Trade Database at: <http://www.slavevoyages.
org/tast/database/search.faces>.
66 Richard Miles knew a Captain Fayrer, Thomas Rumbold, and other Liver -
pool merchants. See Richard Miles to Will McCourbie, 6 Sept. 1776, Com -
pany of Royal Adventurers of England Trading to Africa and Successors, T70
1534, and passim, TNA.
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between the arrival of the Rumbold in 1779 and the start of the
Napoleonic Wars in 1793.64 Interestingly, although Blundell senior
was involved in many slave voyages, as noted above, he was not a
shareholder in any of the slave trade vessels sent care of Rainford,
Blundell & Rainford. This was because he withdrew from the trade
in 1775 (along with many other slave traders), rather than being any
comment on Rainford.65 During this period Rainford, Blundell &
Rain ford traded with William Earle, Thomas Stanforth, Francis Ing -
ram, Thomas Parke, Charles Pole, and Thomas Leyland, an impres-
sive roll-call of Liverpool merchants. Richard Miles (one time Gover -
nor of Cape Coast Castle in Africa) was also one of the owners of the
slave vessels they were involved with.66 However, from 1788, Rain -
ford, Blundell & Rainford only acted as agents for the slave trade
voyages of owners Thomas Seaman, James Percival, and William
Boats, who all invested together in a number of voyages. Of the forty-
one other owners who had a share in vessels sent to the firm before
1788, only three, Thomas Hodgson, George Case, and the Gregsons
ever traded again with Rainford, Blundell & Rainford—and then
only once each. Of the others, seventeen dropped out of the slave
trade altogether, but were never serious players in any case. More
importantly, serious players such as John Backhouse, Francis Ingram,
Richard Miles, Thomas Tarleton, and Thomas Leyland never dealt
with the Kingston house after 1788, despite their continued heavy
investment in the slave trade. It would appear that the Rainford
brothers were unceremoniously dropped in 1788. It is quite possible
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67 Rainford, Blundell & Rainford in Account Current with Jonathon Blundell,
9 Aug. 1779 to 29 June 1782; 6 Nov. 1783 to 6 Nov. 1785.
68 These names have not been shown separately in Fig.12.2 because of the
large volume.
69 Royal Gazette, Supplement, 2 Dec. 1780; Morgan (ed.), Bright-Meyler Papers,
at 547.
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that the relationship between them and the Blundells had deteriorat-
ed to such an extent that Blundell junior and senior were gossiping
about the Rainfords in Liverpool and destroying their networks
there. We have to assume that because William Boats had been in -
volv ed in seven voyages consigned to Rainford, Blundell & Rainford
before this rift, and Thomas Seaman had been a captain on one of
those vessels, that they had formed enough of a personal bond to
withstand this obvious loss in reputation. This change in Samuel
Rainford’s networks is highlighted in Figure 11.2. It is immediately
obvious that he lost access to the important and interconnected slave
trade networks in Liverpool, and his own networks appear to have
shrunk because of this.

However, the Rainford brothers did not suffer a loss of reputation
in other circles. Throughout their early dealings, Samuel and Robert
Rainford were introduced to a wide range of Liverpool worthies and,
in deed, merchants of good note in other cities. These included
William Crosbie senior, Arthur Heywood & Co., William Boats, and
Moses Benson, all of Liverpool, Richard and Low bridge Bright of
Bristol, Hibbert & Co. of Manchester, and many merchants in Lon -
don.67 Some of these weak ties eventually became stronger ones as
the Kingston house, and especially Samuel and Robert, built up their
networks in Jamaica independently of the Blundells. They certainly
had a wide range of people to whom they sold slaves in Jamaica.
Three hundred and forty-nine names are listed in their pocketbook,
many of whom were respectable merchants or well-known Jewish
shopkeepers. This does not even include those sales they made for
cash.68

Gradually, weak ties were turned into strong ones, and Samuel
Rainford became a respected and trusted figure in his own right.
Figure 11.2 shows that while Rainford lost many of his weak ties in
Liverpool, those that lasted became stronger over time. As early as
1780 he acted as executor for Robert Holden in Jamaica and was
apparently also working as an attorney.69 The extremely well-con-



70 Edward Chaffers to Samuel Rainford, 13 Feb. 1794, DDch1, PEC.
71 Royal Gazette, Supplement, 27 Jan. 1781.
72 This memorial was part of the reaction to direct trade no longer being pos-
sible with the newly formed United States under the Navigation Acts. To his
Honor Alured Clarke . . . Copy of a letter from a Committee of the body of
Merchants [n.d.]; To his Honor Alured Clarke . . . Memorial and Petition of
the Merchants of Kingston, 1786; Records of the Board of Trade: West Indies,
BT 6/75, ff. 40, 45.
73 Royal Gazette, Supplement, 8 Nov. 1783.
74 Correspondence from Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, CHA/1/
10–13, PEC, passim. 
75 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 14 Dec. 1795, 23 Feb. 1793, 920
CHA/1/11; 920 CHA/1/10, PEC. 
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nected Liverpool merchant William Crosbie sent his son to train as a
clerk in the Kingston house, which was a great compliment. Edward
Chaffers wrote to Samuel that Crosbie junior was well educated, of a
studious turn and amiable disposition, but that ‘a few lines of Ap pro -
bation to his [Crosbie junior’s] father would be gratefully ack now -
ledged’.70 Samuel was also a member of the Merchant Com mittee in
Kingston, which sought not only to enhance regional trade, but also
to alleviate the problems caused by scarcity of money on the island
in 1781. He was confident of his position at this time, being one of the
few merchants who agreed to accept certificates issued by the
Receiver General in payment.71 Samuel on his own, and the merchant
house, were signatories, alongside elite merchants Alexander Lindo
and Robert Hibbert, on a memorial sent to the Board of Trade in
1786.72 Samuel also established direct trade with South Carolina.73 By
1794 he had cemented his relationship with the Brights in Bristol, and
was extending his networks in London as a payee on many Bills of
Exchange drawn on the capital city.74 In turn, merchants Thomas
Berry and William Parke were his executors in Jamaica when he died.
Samuel Rainford had therefore reached a position where he was able
to help others, and his opinion was sought on various matters. Of
course, not everything went according to plan. Samuel was ill on
many occasions with the fevers so prevalent in Kingston, suffered
from bad headaches, and had to wear ‘one pair of spectacles over the
other’ to see at a distance. He also had some cotton ‘adventures’ that
turned out badly and on which he lost a large amount of capital.75

However, on the whole, over time his position changed within



76 Account Book of Thomas and Elizabeth Rainford, 920 CHA/1/2, PEC.
77 He had been left a double share. Account Book of Thomas and Elizabeth
Rainford, 920 CHA/1/2, PEC.
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Jamaica, and with his contacts in Bristol and London. While he lost
access to the large slave trade networks in Liverpool, others contin-
ued to respect him. With more options open to him, his reliance on
Blundell senior was not so crucial, and Samuel gained some degree
of power for himself at the same time.

Samuel Rainford’s Family Networks

Samuel Rainford was in Kingston from at least 1774 until his death in
1798. During this time, he fulfilled his role as head of the family with
great care. However, whilst his letters clearly demonstrate his inter-
est in, and guardianship of, his family, he is strangely removed from
them. They are weak ties rather than strong ones. The main exception
to this is Edward Chaffers, who while not officially family, was the
lynchpin holding it together. This is clear in Figures 11.1 and 11.2, in
which Samuel has very little direct contact with any of his family.
Chaffers was obviously a great friend to Samuel, highlighting the fact
that friendship networks can often be more important that family
ones.

Samuel’s father died in 1762, leaving all his money and the fami-
ly farm in the care of his wife to pass on to Samuel. When she died in
1781, the value of the whole estate was only £584 13s. 6d.76 No doubt
when Samuel left England for Jamaica, he realized that his legacy
would not be enough to set him up in business. At the same time,
despite being the eldest son, he obviously did not want to run the
farm, and was perhaps lured to Jamaica by a sense of adventure, or
simply the possibility of wealth. By the time his mother died, he
waived his double share of the inheritance and took only an equal
share of £116 18s. 7d. with his siblings.77 This was not only because he
did not need the money, but also, his letters suggest, out of a sense of
fairness and responsibility for his family. Perhaps there was also an
element of guilt for having left them. Samuel’s letters to his long-term
friend Edward Chaffers are full of his worries about them. Samuel
had four brothers and one sister. The next eldest after Samuel was
John, and then came Joseph, Robert (who joined him in Kingston),



78 Bills for the Misses Rainford by Edward Chaffers, 920 CHA/1/4–6, PEC. 
79 Robert Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 8 Dec. 1799, 920 CHA/1/125, PEC.
80 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 23 Feb. 1793, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC. 
81 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 21 Jan. 1794, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC.
82 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 4 June 1796, 920 CHA/1/12, PEC.
83 He noted one other letter from them in 1798. Samuel Rainford to Edward
Chaffers, 31 Mar. 1798, 920 CHA/1/13, PEC.
84 Signature of Edward Chaffers on Stamp Office Receipts, 14 Aug. 1799, 920
CHA/1/20, PEC.
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and Richard (who died sometime before 1785); his sister was named
Jane. Jane and John both married and had children, and Samuel took
care of their ever-increasing families—a total of twenty-four people
including his siblings. Samuel’s sense of duty is clear from the fact
that he virtually paid for the upbringing of three of his nieces.
Samuel’s brother John married Sarah, and they had four girls. Samuel
paid for the education of the three eldest. The fourth died before
reaching school age. He paid for their boarding schools, clothes, laun-
dry, music and needlework lessons, books, haircuts, and even um -
brellas. They also studied geography and writing.78 Robert Rainford
later looked after their sister Jane’s children in a similar manner.79

Samuel seemed to take a genuine interest in the girls’ development.
In 1793 he wrote: ‘I observe my Nieces are in good Health & Coming
on very well in their Learning.’80

In 1794 Samuel mentioned to Chaffers that his nieces had written
to him, and noted that Elizabeth wrote a very fine hand.81 He later
commented that he had received from his nieces Margaret and
Elizabeth Harrison, the daughters of Jane, a coat of arms neatly work -
ed and framed and glassed over as a present. He sent them ten
guineas each, and noting that he believed his sister had another
daughter, said that she should have ten guineas too.82 This last com-
ment, and the fact that he particularly noted when he received let-
ters from his nieces highlights that fact that Samuel only had loose
connections with his family, despite all the money he spent on
them.83 It also seems to confirm that Samuel’s family was relatively
estranged from him. It is particularly strange that he was not in more
direct contact with his sister, because it was Jane who took on the
day-to-day responsibility of yet another financial burden for Samuel,
his brother Joseph. Joseph suffered from a ‘debility of mind’ which
rendered him incapable of managing his own affairs.84 Rainford



85 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, Kingston, 11 Dec. 1795, 920 CHA/
1/11, PEC.
86 Bill for the Board and Keep of Joseph Rainford, 1807, 920 CHA/1/17, PEC.
87 Samuel Rainford to Richard Harrison, 22 July 1786, 920 CHA/1/39, PEC.
88 Edward Chaffers to the Honble. Ct. of Chancery . . . 4 Apr. 1810, 920
CHA/1/18, PEC.
89 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 21 Jan. 1794, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC.
90 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 11 Dec. 1795, 920 CHA/1/11, PEC.
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wrote to Chaffers that ‘in regard to my Brother Joseph you may
Augment the sum for his support as you may think proper so as to
make his life comfortable & Happy, & if my Brother John does not
treat him well let Him go to my Sister Harrison [Jane’s married name]
or to any other person where you think He can be more happy’.85 It
would appear that his sister took on the responsibility. In 1807, Jane
was still looking after Joseph, the cost coming out of Samuel’s estate
rather than her own pocket.86 However, although Joseph was a
worry, he was not really a problem, which could not be said of his
brother John.

In fact, one of the few times that Samuel wrote directly to his sis-
ter was because she and her husband had fallen out with John. In
1786 Samuel wrote to his brother-in-law Richard Harrison attempt-
ing to resolve the dispute: ‘It gives me much concern to hear very fre-
quently that your House & my Brother John are still at variance . . . I
have to request that all these matters may be dropped, & that I may
in future hear of the greatest Harmony & Cordiality.’87 It is quite like-
ly that this dispute was concerned with the matter which eventually
went to Chancery, the illegitimacy of Maria Dickman, Jane’s eldest
daughter. Such gossip may well have hurt Samuel’s reputation in
Liverpool but, in fact, it was his brother John’s behaviour that was
potentially far more damaging. John was a drunkard whose conduct
was unbecoming, although apparently ‘without any person attend-
ing to him’.88 Samuel thought of him as an ‘Indolent and inattentive
man. I have never thought him Capable of Managing the Farming
Business in any Extensive Line’, he commented.89 Certainly he was
incapable of running his own family or the farm. In 1795 Samuel
decided to let out the farm rather than allow John to run it. He gave
John £50 per annum in lieu, and even this amount was to be paid
quarterly.90 However, John would not leave the farm, nor would he



91 Note from Edward Chaffers, 21 Feb. 1805, 920 CHA/1/18, PEC. 
92 Various IOUs in 920 CHA/1/14, PEC. 
93 Edward Chaffers to the Honble. Ct. of Chancery . . . 4 Apr. 1810, 920 CHA/
1/18, PEC; Receipt from John Banks, 19 Nov. 1798, 920 CHA/1/14, PEC.
94 See e.g. Receipt from James Barrington, 17 Nov. 1798, 920 CHA/1/14,
PEC.
95 Edward Chaffers to the Honble. Ct. of Chancery . . . 4 Apr. 1810, 920
CHA/1/18, PEC.
96 See Correspondence from Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 920
CHA/10–13, PEC.
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pay rent on it.91 The many IOUs (informal notes of hand) written by
John during his drunken sprees in Liverpool testify to his inability to
manage his life.92 These were given to Chaffers to pay on Samuel’s
behalf. Edward Chaffers’s note to Chancery gives a tantalizing hint
of a drunkard who had ‘fits of inebriety’ weaving his way around
Liverpool, visiting various taverns and inns, gossiping about his fam-
ily, and afterwards buying clothes, wine, and even a mare and a cow
whilst still drunk.93 Certainly John was always borrowing money
from third parties.94 Such behaviour could only have hurt Samuel’s
reputation in Liverpool, as well as being an embarrassment and a
source of worry. At the same time, it was this brother’s children for
whom Samuel paid all educational expenses. John’s inability to look
after them was obviously the main reason.

In many ways Samuel had only weak ties to his family because of
the lack of direct contact he had with them. It was Edward Chaffers
who dealt with all these payments, arrangements, and problems for
Samuel in Liverpool. This continued even after his death, when
Chaffers was his sole executor in England.95 Despite not being his
main business partner, Chaffers held Rainford’s family networks
together in England on his behalf. He also conducted many other
transactions for Samuel, something that was particularly useful con-
sidering the relationship between the Rainford brothers and the
Blundells in Liverpool. Samuel Rainford drew bills of exchange on
Chaffers, who also sent others for acceptance on his behalf. He also
arranged for the purchase of 3 per cent Government Consuls, sent
out books of various kinds, purchased lottery tickets for Samuel,
arranged for the purchase of property, and subsequently for it to be
rented out, and even sent out various pairs of spectacles as Samuel’s
sight worsened over the years.96 Many of these letters contain per-



97 Edward Chaffers to Samuel Rainford, 13 Feb. 1794, 920 CHA/1/11, PEC. 
98 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 21 Jan. 1794, 920 CHA/1/10, PEC.
99 Robert Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 4 Aug. 1798, 920 CHA/1/25, PEC. 
100 For more on housekeepers in Jamaica see Trevor G. Burnard, Mastery,
Tyranny, and Desire: Thomas Thistlewood and his Slaves in the Anglo-Jamaican
World (Chapel Hill, NC, 2004); Hilary McD. Beckles, Centering Woman: Gender
Discourses in Caribbean Slave Society (Kingston, Jamaica, 1999), ch. 3. 
101 Jamaica Currency was the local currency valued at 140 per cent of pounds
sterling, i.e. £140 Jamaica Currency was equal to £100 sterling.
102 The Complaint of Joseph Rainford . . . 21 Feb. 1810, C13/132/35, TNA.
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sonal comments, and Chaffers seemed more than happy to act on his
behalf. He wrote in 1794 regarding the purchase of spectacles that it
was ‘an Amusement to me Now and then for a particular friend
among which you rank and hope to be your Occulist for Life’.97

Samuel often sent small presents to Chaffers, as in January 1794,
when he sent six pots of sweatmeats to ‘Present . . . to Mrs Chaffers
with my most Respectful complements [sic]’.98

Samuel’s constant care for his family in England is rather poign -
ant considering that there is no evidence that he married, or even had
a relationship in Jamaica. His will is unfortunately not extant, but
none of the letters and receipts either before or after his death refer to
payments to a family or even mention a ‘housekeeper’ in Jamaica.
Nor does the précis of his will sent by Robert to Chaffers make any
mention of payments other than to family members, and Chaffers
and his wife.99 Housekeepers, whether slave or free in Jamaica, were
often a pseudonym for common-law wife. Robert Rainford had such
a relationship, and indeed a further relationship with another
woman, both of whom were mentioned in his will.100 Bella Hall, a
free ‘brown’ woman was left his house and pen (small farm), various
slaves from the estate, a chaise and two horses, all the furniture, cat-
tle, and stock, and £1,400 Jamaica Currency.101 He also left his ‘reput-
ed’ sons Samuel and Robert Rainford £2,000 Jamaica Cur rency each,
and legacies to their families as well. Numerous free ‘brown persons’
were also left money. It is worth noting that, not satisfied with stop-
ping the legacies to the Dickmans from Samuel’s estate, John
Rainford also tried to stop them receiving any money from Robert, in
addition to protesting about the money that Robert had left to his
various families in Kingston.102



103 See Rainford v. Chaffers, 1811, C13/132/26 and C13/132/35, TNA.
104 Samuel Rainford to Edward Chaffers, 26 July 1798, 920 CHA/1/13, PEC. 
105 See Stamp Office Receipts at 920 CHA/1/20, PEC.
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Investigating Samuel’s family highlights the fact that family net-
works are not always reliable and, in fact, can often be a hindrance.
While Samuel fulfilled his responsibilities as head of the family to the
best of his ability, he did not receive the same courtesy from his fam-
ily. In contrast, the friendship with Chaffers was far more useful and
rewarding both financially and emotionally, and Samuel continued
writing to Chaffers right up to his death.103

The Trouble with Networks

When Samuel Rainford died in 1798 he left an estate worth £22,000
Jamaican Currency (about £15,700 sterling), the pen on the outskirts
of Kingston, another parcel of land, and two stores on the corner of
Harbour and Princes streets.104 These included the usual cellars and
accommodation for horses and coaches. He also owned nineteen
slaves, some livestock for his pen, a library that reflected his trading
concerns, and an array of debts owed him by people in Jamaica. This
was really not really very much, considering that he had owed
Blundell senior £15,000 sterling on his current account at one point,
and given the amounts of money that he had dealt with throughout
his career. At the same time, he was far from destitute, making decent
provision for all his family and leaving smaller legacies to his
friends.105 Given the problems he had endured with his principal
backer, or ‘interest’, he could be seen as relatively successful.

Samuel’s case study highlights the relevance of Granovetter’s
weak ties; it also demonstrates the need to be wary of accepting that
networks always provide a positive outcome. Samuel’s career migra-
tion had limited success in terms of his relationship with Liverpool.
Although Blundell junior was a member of the Kingston house, the
relationship with Blundell senior, his main backer, deteriorated
quickly. In the early days of the business Blundell senior had all the
power. We can see this in the way he treated the Rainford brothers,
and also in the way that the Blundells were able to drop the Rain -
fords completely from their networks in Liverpool around 1788–9.
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More importantly, their power and centrality to the Liverpool net-
works meant that Rainford was dropped by other important actors in
the network, especially within the slave trade. (It is highly unlikely
that the break was at the Rainfords’ instigation, as they were on the
periphery of the network.) This meant that Samuel was unable to
turn many of his weak ties into strong ones. At the same time, how-
ever, Samuel had developed his networks not only in Jamaica, but
also in London and Bristol. Nor were all his links in Liverpool sev-
ered. By securing an independent reputation, he was able to survive
the crisis of being dropped by the Blundells. He had built up other
options over the years and had thereby altered his own power rela-
tionships, both in terms of the Blundells and more widely. He may
not have developed relational cohesion with the Blundells over time,
but he did with other merchants and landholders in Kingston. Im -
portantly, his relationship with William Boats and his colleagues
endured, despite the fact that they were in some way forced into
high-risk activity (small investment groups) by virtue of not having
access to the wider slave trade networks. Rainford also stayed with
Chaffers for many years, engaging in gift-giving and reinforcing the
relationship by relating personal details. In this way, many of his
relationships endured the years and the distance. We can see, there-
fore, that looking at networks over a period of time highlights shifts
in power and centrality.

No doubt Samuel found his familial networks a burden in more
ways than one. Certainly they were not useful to him; in fact, his
brother John certainly added to the loss of standing he suffered in
Liverpool, instigated by the Blundells. This, of course, is in complete
contrast to the Blundells, who definitely did put their familial net-
works before their business ones—to the detriment of the Rainford
brothers. Perhaps if we had put the Blundells at the centre of this
story, we would have endorsed the rather naive view that ascribed
networks, whether familial, ethnic, or religious, are inherently good.
However, Samuel’s story demonstrates that over time, friendship
and business or trade networks are equally and sometimes more
important.


